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Our renovation is now complete, and she's a beaut! The Library expanded, and we now have more room to enjoy and
use. Some of the great improvements include comfy laptop
accessible chairs, private study carrels, and additional tables
for studying or meeting with groups. The curriculum collection
now has a home of its own across the hall from the main library in the Special Collections room.
We would love to hear your thoughts of the recent renovation
and suggestions for future planning, so please stop by, fill out
our evaluation form, chat with a librarian, or simply pull up a
chair and enjoy our new & improved space!
A CORNUCOPIA OF THANKS!
BY ANNA DRENNEN

The Library Staff would like to extend a huge thank you to all
of the staff members who helped us during the move. We
could not have accomplished this without all of your efforts. In
the LaSallian tradition of service, staff members from many
different departments volunteered their time, strength, and
positive attitudes to help make this a successful transition. A
special thank you goes to Barb Croucher, Bob Andersen, Carlos Hernandez, Kevin Bickley, Mark Wanger, and Martin Hernandez, who worked tirelessly with us during the relocation.
We are excited to be in the expanded library and patrons are
very complimentary about the new features.
WE ARE IN GOOD HANDS WITH MAJORDOMO MCGEE
BY JANE LITTLEFIELD

In the two months since Rachel McGee was named Director of
Library Services at TC Library, many remarkable and amazing
events have come to pass. Rachel’s natural leadership talents
earned her the title Majordomo. (Thank you Jerry Tomlinson!)
Majordomo is Latin for “master of the house,” which is especially true considering Rachel now lives in the library for at
least 60 hours a week.
Also note, the Library expanded with an additional group study
space across the hall, which Rachel, a heavy gambler, claims
to have won in a poker game. Observe the Library’s new feng
shui; that was all Rachel as well. In her spare time, she hosts a
library design show on HGtv. With projects and plans to be
unveiled in the near future, Rachel and the Librarians (also the
title of our new band) look forward to serving the Saint Mary’s
community in new and innovative ways.

Send us your questions or comments!
E: rmcgee@smumn.edu
P: 612-728-5172
Chat: www.smumn.edu/tclibrary
2500 Park Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55404
SMU TC Library Approves this message!

Our beloved mascot passed
away this November. The images below honor his memory.

